
Results:

Spent $$176,000 over a three week period to generate 1.4 mill ion

dollars in sales in less than 30 days 

Yielded over 1400 $97 "mini-offer" purchases 

Sold $1.2 mill ion dollars in high-ticket back end sales 

Totalling a ROAS of nearly 8X
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Sarah Mae Ives Social Media Inc recently conducted a new product launch for a business coach client in the online space selling a range
of products from $97-$100,000.

Client recently wanted to test selling a "mini-offer" marketing and sales workshop with the price tag of $97 (sold $1,400,000).

The ads strategy encompassed a 3-tiered system of spending money on lead generation to a cold audience and to a warm audience for
the mini-offer plus specialized retargeting stack to make sales. The lion's share of revenue was generated on day 5 of the workshop with
an intense ads retargeting strategy to drive sales totally a more-than million dollar launch.

Summary

We successfully spent $176,000 in ads, parsing out spend over top-of-funnel cold audience ads for lead generation, then carefully
curated retargeting ads to drive sales to client's program of $5,000. 

We sucessfully broke even on the mini-offer itself, meaning the client made back every advertising penny on the mini-offer alone. This
strategy helped us find high-quality leads that purchased the mini-offer and then made an additional 1.2 million dollars on the upsells
within the minioffer. 

Accomplishments

Goal
To successfully launch client's mini-offer and monetize the back end (after people joined the mini-offer).

Challenges
One of the main challenges with this launch was spending such an aggressive amount of money in a short period of time. We
did this successfully with our proprietary scaling method, ensuring lead costs stayed within reasonable KPI's.



Looking at the numbers...

Want to see how we can help you with your next launch?
Set up a free strategy call here: www.sarahmaeives.com/schedule

Purchases attributed in the ads manager reflect a over 1400 mini-offer sales which averaged a $150 average order value
(considering upsells). Profits for additional 1.2 million in revenue attributed to sales from mini-offer "backend." It was a huge win to
test the mini-offer concept to discover a low risk way for clients to launch. 


